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Dorais Brings
Titan Horde
To Fenway

Senior President

Elect Officers
McGrath President;
Mackin And Daley
Also Win Offices

Speed and Deception
Featured by Veteran

Detroit Eleven
Having made one of the most
auspicious starts in years by winning clean cut victories over Canisius and Northeastern University,
Coach Gil Dobie's Boston College
Eagles will face their toughest opponent of the season thus far when
they play Coach Gus Dorais'
mighty Titan eleven from Detroit
University at Fenway park next
Wednesday afternoon.
This Columbus Day tilt will have
added lustre because the Eagles
will be trying to avenge a 14-0
setback suffered last year on a
rainsoaked Fenway park gridiron.
Although having lost the services
through graduation of Andy Farkas who was one of the best backs
in the country last year, the Titans
still have plenty of backs who will
bear watching. The Dorais men
have not yet developed another
triple threat man who can run out
of the park like Farkas, yet the
Titans measure up to be as strong
an opponent as last years sensational eleven.
Dorais Men Strong
One victory and one defeat is the
record of Detroit up to the present
time.
After working themselves
up to a high pitch for the opening
game, the Titans were soundly
beaten 19-6 by the "Boilermakers'
from Purdue University. Never before had a Dorais eleven faced
such a strong opening game opponent and thus the result does not
mean that the Titans are to be
taken lightly. Against a surprisingly strong Western State Teachers College last Saturday Detroit
eked out a 6-0 victory. Such a close
score over a comparatively unknown outfit can be explained by
the fact that this game was scheduled three years ago and all during the intervening time Western
State made special preparations
for the game. A parallel incident
is the Centre-Harvard series of the
early twenties.

Dr. Reinheimmer,

B.C. Professor,
Noted Physicist
A noteworthy addition to the
faculty of the college has been

made in the appointment of Dr.
Hans Reinheimmer as professor of
physics. He replaces Dr. Gleyzal.
Dr. Reinheimimer received his doctor's degree in philosophy, Summa
Cum Laude, at the University of
Bonn, where he specialized in
atomic physics.
Dr. Reinheimmer has held several posts before coming to Boston
College, notably that of Chief of
Laboratory Staff with the Norddeutsche Kabelwerke in Berlin and
most recently he was associated
with the Department of Calculations at Buenos Aires where he
also gave private lessons. At Boston College he is to teach optics in
Senior B. S. and Spectroscopy in
the graduate school. The doctor
speaks English, German, and Spanish fluently and has contributed to
several scientific publications.
At the Physics Seminar last
Thursday, Dr. Reinheimmer gave
a most interesting talk on the
measurement of raw materials and
cables. The lecture explained the
tests made on high tension cables
by measuring the resistance, capacity, and insulation resistance.
Also the dialectric losses of high
tension cables were explained with
many interesting examples of the
measurement of breaks illustrated
by slides.

Gold Key Holds
First Meetings

Richard Casey, '39

Casey Starts
Senior Events
Senior class activities have startto a new high in
entertainment and class spirit under the leadership of Dick Casey,
new class president wiho recently
succeeded to that high office from
the office of vice-president to which
he was elected last spring. Casey
has been under pressure since he
assumed office at the start of the
school year but he has handled all
with a skill and diligence that forecasts a successful last year for the
Class of 1939.
Upon taking up his new duties
Casey was immediately confronted
with the Sub Turn appointments.
When this was disposed of plans
had to be formulated for the Holy
Cross Victory Dance in November,
proceeds of which will go to the
yearbook fund. The genial prexy
has already started work on this
affair, the leading social event of
the fall season.
ed on the way

(Continued on Page 8)

Jim Kelly Names
Hotel Somerset
For Rally Dance
A combination rally and dance,
the first large scale social affair
of the year, will be held the night
before the Detroit game, Tuesday,
October 11, at the Princess Ballroom of the Hotel Somerset. Music
for dancing will be provided by
'King Tutt' and his University
High Hatters," one of the best
known college dance bands in the
East.
Jim Kelly, Student A. A. president, is greatly interested in this
dance and plans to make it an
evening that will long be remembered and which will serve as
worthy preparation for the big
game Columbus Day. Jim plans
to model the dance after the successful night before the Temple
game affair of a year ago.
At midnight "King Tutt" will put
aside his swing and strut arrangements and his band will blare forth
with the more collegiate strains
of "For Boston" and other B. C.
songs. The cheerleaders will then
take over and the songs and cheers
will be rehearsed in preparation
(Continued on Page 8)
"

Students are already planning
ways and means of getting to
Philadelphia for the Temple
Some are
game October 21.
planning to go by auto, others
are looking for transportation.
Those with and those without
will do well to find each other
out before travelling time. Cooperation will enable many B. C.
men to get to Philly.

Cornelius J. McGrath was elected President of the Gold Key
Junior class honor society, at thf
first meeting of the new third year
members yesterday
afternoon
Other officers elected are John
Mackin, vice-president and Richard Daley, secretary-treasurer.
The new officers took charge immediately.
At yesterday's meeting- Dick
Powers, Junior president ,explain
ed the new makeup of the Gold
Key Society and outlined the duties
which will foe the new members'.
He told of the new plan whereby
the Society is primarily a Junior
class organization, although ten
members of this year's Senior clas'
are numbered among its members
These seniors were members last
year when the Society was a combined Junior-Senior group. Officers
of this year's club must be Juniors
however.
The duties of the Gold Key members are to meet and entertain
students of visiting colleges who
compete with Boston College athletic and society teams. A committee will be appointedby the new
club president to care for the visiting Dartmouth iFr-eshman team,
Saturday. This will be the first
activity of the new Juniors.
McGrath has been an outstanding member of the Class of 1940
since his entrance to B. C. I
served on several committees during these years and was chairman
of the Sophomore promenade. He
is a graduate of Boston Latin
School. Both Mackin and Daley
are graduates of Boston English
High School.
Previous to the elections Bil
Sullivan, director of publicity impressed upon the Gold Key men
their part in spreading the good
name of the college. He requested
their co-operation and promisee'
them all his office could offer tc
them.
Those chosen by the Dean as outstanding members of the Class o
1940 and therefore members of
the Gold Key are. Dick Powers,
(Continued on Page 8)
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John F.X. Gaquin
Knight Commander
Knight Commander

Dean Appoints
50 New Cross

Crown Members
Honorary Society
Holds First Meeting
At 1:00 Today
The Rev. Dr. Joseph R. N. Max-

well, S.J., Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, today announced

John F. X. Gaquin

Freshman Retreat
Concludes Today
The three day retreat which has
been conducted for the members
of the freshman classes during this
week was brought to a close this
morning by the retreat master,
the Rev. Fr. Peter Dolin, S. J.
The services which were conducted
each day consisted of the celebration of Mass, Spiritual Reading,
Conferences, public recital of the
Rosary, and Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament. At the close
of Benediction today the Papal
Blessing was confered on all the
Freshmen.
The retreat offered the student
sufficient opportunity to reflect on
his spiritual life and to become
better acquainted with the real
Catholic spirit which permeates
the students and the activities here
at the college.

The office of the Dean today
announced that no classes will
be held Wednesday, October 12,
Columbus Day. Boston College
will play Detroit University at
Fenway Park the holiday afternoon.

Dr. Bill Frazier Commences

the names of fifty members of the
Senior Class who have been admitted to The Order of the Cross
and Crown.
John F. X. Gaquin received the
highest honor, being named Knight
Commander. This position is bestowed on the senior who has
achieved great distinction both in
studies and extra-curricular activities during his first three years
at Boston College. This entitles
Gaquin to position as Student Marshal at the Commencement, and exofficio chairman of every social
committee representing the college.
The four next highest members
of the Senior Class were made assistants to the Knight Commander
and will be assistant marshals at
Commencement and with the Commander they will form the committee of Father's Day, which is
held for the fathers otf the seniors
in the late Spring. They are: Paul
Devlin, Thomas A. McDonald, Jr.,
George J. Devlin, and Robert J.
Lloyd.
Gaquin, during his three years
at Boston College, has been on a
scholarship which requires him to
maintain a better than 85 per cent
average. He is president of the
Fulton Debating Academy and
business manager of the HEIGHTS.
He was First Vice Prefect of the
Sodality, president of the Marquette for two semesters and is
well known for his forensic ability.
The first meeting of the society
will be held in room T-201 at 1.00
o'clock today. Next week the officers of the college's honorary society will be entertained by the
dean at a tea.
Admission to The Order of the
Cross and Crown should be the
goal of every Boston College Freshman. Membership is possible if an
average of at least 80 per cent has
(Continued on Page 8)

October Rosaries
Led by Gridmen

On Monday jlast the October
Rosary Devotions were begun on
the campus here at the Heights.
Two services are held daily on the
,the inner recesses of Bill's labora- library steps. One for
Freshmantory. In one corner of this den Sophomores at 12 noon, and the
of scientific monstrocities, stood a other at 1 o'clock for the Juniorreplica of Frankenstein, designed Seniors.
to take the place of Mr. Jones after
Attendance at these devotions is
the "supreme feat" of Bill's car- voluntary and during
the first week
eer.. In the other corner, over by a goodly number of students
have
the blast furnace, is gathered an taken advantage of this opportunimpressing mess of laboratory ity to show their devotion to the
equipment consisting of broken Immaculate Mother. It is hoped
glassware and wire. Hanging at however that more of the students
a rakish angle on the door, high will take part during the
remainabove and out of reach, is a framed ing weeks.
diploma upon which is engraved
Special leaders have been chosen
the following, "In recognition of by the Student Counselor, for
each
distinguished and conspicious serv- day. For Juniors and Seniors they
ice as custodian of the lower* ro- are in Succession Bill Flynn,
Peter
tunda, we, the class of '38 bestow Cignetti, Dave Lucey, Dan
Mcupon Mr. William Frazier the De- Fadden, Lou Kidbart, Frank
Congree of M S in Custodianship. For nelly, Fella Gintoff, Joe Manzo,
Leo
his dilligent research in the field of Reardon, Vito Ananis, Leo Logue,
waste removal and the further- John Connolly, Arthur Drea,
Ernie
ence of the sanitation of Boston Schwortzer and John
Murray.
College. On this seventh day of
Those from Freshman-SophoJune, 1938. Signed, Paul R. Sulli- more are Ed Cowhig, Tom
Mahon,
van '38.
John Youchoes, Brian Sullivan,
There you have it, the real reason John Healey, Alex Lukachuck,
for Bill's recent haughtiness; cer- Henry Toczylowski, George Kerr,
tainly it is justified by the aquisi- John Kirby, Adolph Pasink, Charlie
tion of such a rare degree, the O'Rourke, Walter Dulzinchi, Joe
first and probably the last to be Zabilski, Adolph Kissell, Henry
conferred at B. C.
Mazur and Joe McNulty.

Scientific Experimentations

Arthur V. Cullen '40
"Yes sir, after 21 years of active
service they promoted me and I'm
grateful." . These were the simple
yet meaning-filled words of Mr.
William Frazier in an interview
with the HEIGHTS as newly selfappointed custodian of the Science
Building.
Having recently gathered his
rare picture collection of B. C.
football, baseball, and track stars
of the last quarter century into a
couple of trunks, Billy moved from
the lower rotunda of the Tower
over to a more modern and quiet
atmosphere. It was his choice and
he explains it thus, "Having completed my classical, scientific and
philosophical education I am going
to take a stab at this scientific
research stuff, (Mr. Frazier coined
the word STUFF to eliminate the
complication of chemical terminology ).
It is feared however that his
newly acquired scientific knowledge
will drive him on to the concocting
of a formula by which he can exterminate Frank Jones.
A short while ago a HEIGHTS
representative was allowed into
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We Want The Chant!
The chant at Boston College dates back
to the Navy game at Baltimore ten years
ago when the Eagles were the Eastern
Champions The Midshipman cheering section was trained to thunder an incantation
in deep staccato notes with tremendous effect. The Boston College delegation answered the Middies across the field with a
volume surprising for their numbers. They
hurled back a correction to the challenge and
when the victory was won, they shouted the
result back and forth through Baltimore.
With the return of the team to Chestnut
Hill, the cheerleaders evolved the chant of
Boston by collaborating the spirit of the
Navy yell and the rhythm of the Army chant
that had rolled down the gray walls of the
Palisades for many football seasons.
That is the brief history of the chant
which arose from the hearts of those loyal
rooters in the stands so few years ago. It
was the spirit of B. C. expressed in a way
the student body chose to have it expressed.
The cheerleaders who inaugurated the chant
saved it for an appropriate occasion and the
cheering section responded in a manner
worthy of the time. Today the chant is a
point of controversy because its meaning has
been lost. Hearing an inhuman wail start at
one end of the stands in minor key and run
a gamut of rhythm wreckers to fade away
into the last bars of a funeral recessional has
caused sharp criticism against this once glorious cheer. We want the chant. We can save
it if we will wait until the cheerleaders call
for it. They want it just as much as we do.
.

Popular Protest
A tremendous wave of protest in the form
and telephone calls to a Boston
telegrams
of
radio station recently resulted in cutting a
speech off the air. Such action was deemed
necessary when remarks of a vicious and
slanderous nature were directed toward the
Catholic Church in a speech sponsored by a
New York Biblical society. The network on
which the talk was heard links up nearly
one hundred stations throughout the country, and although the result of the speech
in other parts of the nation has not been
publicized, the fact that it was cut short and
another program quickly substituted by the
Boston station is enlightening.
The prompt curtailment of these venomous words was the work of many acting as
one to uphold the Church. The power of
popular opinion was conclusively demonstrated by the speed with which it worked;
the necessity of vigilance was understood by
the militant Catholics who heard those remarks. Whenever the occasion may arise
again, voice your personal protest. Joined to
others, it will exercise an influence it would
never have of itself, and be as effective as
the recent united protest.

Before holding his nose and diving feet first into today's thesis,
your correspondent has a little
point that he would like to clear
in order to avoid misunderstanding and cat-calls from the fresh
fellows in the back of the classroom.
Your correspondent has
been a good friend of Dr. Arnold
Bucci, the amiable manager of the
Ritz-Carlton roof and vice-president of the Boston College student
athletic association, for many
happy years but the relation ia
strictly one of friendship and there
has never been any business agreement between us.
I feel forced to make this statement because of the nature of today's thesis, which concerns football trips and the benefits to be
derived therefrom. It so happens
that Dr. Bucci is taking time off
from his criminology studies these
weeks to manage an official excursion by boat and train to Philadelphia for the Temple game, October 21. I don't want you to think
that I am receiving any kick-<back
for the publicity I am giving his
trip in this space today. You have
to be an established major-leaguer
in the newspaper business to go in
for that sort of stuff in these hard
times and I am only a semi-pro,
playing for board and room and
the experience. Besides, Dr. Bucci
is no fool. He knows that advertising in this column is valueless
because nobody reads it except my
mother, my brother's wife and the
printer who corrects the proof.
However, I would like to inveigle
a few of the younger undergraduates in the college of arts and
science into my magic circle for
today only and I will let them go
and not ask them to read another
word for the rest of the year, if
they will give me just these next
two minutes. I have been hanging
around the Tower Building long
enough to give advice to underclassmen and I want to tell them in
all seriousness not to miss this trip
to the Temple game,even if they
have to sell their winter overcoat
to raise the price of the fare.
The football trip used to be an
important part of a Boston College student's education but it has
been sadly missing from the picture these last few years. There
hasn't been a good one since the
excursion to the Fordham game
in 1935, when nobody could sleep
on the stormy boat ride home and
Jack Burgess, Mike Frasca and
Joe Murray organized the floorshow in the ship's ballroom. New
York was so filled with Boston College men that week-end that Times
Square looked like the cafeteria
between
the
fourth
and
fifth
period.
Every orchestra within
ten blocks of 42nd Street knew
"Sweep Down the Field" and "For
Boston" by heart before Saturday
night was over and every taxidriver in the vicinity was extending his heart-felt sympathy for the
beating Joe Maniaci's team had
administered to us in the Polo
Grounds that afternoon.
In hotel elevators, on the top of
Fifth Avenue busses and at six
o'clock Mass in the Franciscan
church on 34th street we became
closely acquainted with students
we had never seen at University
Heights although many of them
were in our class and even in our
section. I have never spent three
days before or since in which so
much happened as on that weekend. I never thought it was possible to have so much uninterrupted fun.
There is really nothing to compare with a football trip like that.
The Junior Prom is pale beside it
and although the Holy Cross football game and dance is something
to look forward to, it doesn't possess the pure and sustained gaiety
of a journey to New York in the
company of four or five hundred
other people of your own age who
feeling the same way about the
whole thing as you are. You don't
have to take my word for it. Ask
any Boston College graduate who
has gone on any other football
trip in the last 15 years and he will
tell you a similar story.

Peep's Diary
By Art Cullen

It's often that the Eagles fly in
"soupy" weather but night flying
had been out of their line until
last Friday. Amid a conglomeration
of converted wash tubs, broken
electric train sets, a discarded outboard-motor and a second hand
Model A Ford generator plus the
curse of the weather forecaster,
the boys did fairly well against a
much underrated opponent.
John Swift when asked about the
damage to his summer home,
"Cottage in back was blown away;
cottage in front was blown away;
nothing happened,
but our place
what a dull life."
The B. C. co-eds sure took the
honors from the N. U. group last
Friday. The girls took great interest in (besides another person)
handsome Ralph Worth and that
flashy back, Vito Ananis. Vito, who
by the way, was enthusiastically
cheered by his sister and understudy brother.
Kev Sullivan, that fine broth of
a lad of '38, was recently heard
from down at Bridgeport where
he is located with the Firestone
Co., scheduled to go to Akron, the
home office, next month.
Bill Kean '35, former Sports Editor and brother of the present
Sports Editor of the HEIGHTS,
has been elected Faculty President
of the Southeastern Mass. League
of Student Publications. Bill is
head of the English Dept. at the
Kingston High School.
All of you fellows who noticed
the omission of week-end football
dances?and really missed them,
don't forget the big pre-Detroit affair next Tuesday, the 11th, in the
Princess Ballroom of the Somerset.
Jim Kelley, Bob McGherarty and
the rest of the committee promise
a big time with a sensational new
collegiate band discovery. Everyone there and it's going to cost you
$1.50 (this year the "ONLY" will
be omitted with regard to prices.)
Those Sodality meetings last
week were jammed. Leo Reordon,
of football and oratorical fame
wanted to give a speech but settled for a half hour in the next
meeting. Father Rooney has outlined a big social year for the Sodality?Christmas Party, skating
party, snow train, under-the-tower
dances, etc.
George Lee is still studying with
the aid of birthday-cake candles
(whose burning duration, George
figures, is about 1 mi. 25.03 sec).
Those of you who kicked around
with the elite of last year's class
will remember "Happy Jack"
Meyers. Jack showed the same
enthusiastic dreaminess at the
game Friday.
Big Jim Casey, who paid a visit
to the new HEIGHTS office (did
you know we had a new office)
last week, is hard at work in Harvard Law School.
At the East Boston Airport;
Frank Burns was seen talking his
way into an American Airliner (via
a pretty Stewardess); wonder
where Jim was going or maybe he
was just making arrangements for
the Junior . . Tea Dance.
Notice everybody keeping their
pants pressed and their shoes on in
that co-ed English class. Imagine
having girls in a poetry class with
you.
Who says the modern college
man doesn't appreciate good music
?have you noticed the popularity
of Shubert's Serenade on the record down in the Cafeteria. Sully
said he had to have one good recording to inspire his soda compounding.
Walter Gallagher '39 (B. C.) a
transfer from Detroit University
will have to sit in the middle of
the field so that he can cheer for
both sides next Wed.
Charlie Vaughn's poetry class
will hold its next meeting during
the lunch period anyday next
week.
To the yokel who sent in that
embarrassing question we reply
that from good authority it was
learned that the wagon road to
Fox Corner, Vt., should be cleared
by next September provided that
the town (?) is still there.
?

.

TABLOID
By Andrew J. O'Brien

When collegiate football moved the hands of
the clock from sunshine to starlight and shadow
last week, we were on hand to welcome the lad,
along with Lake St.strap hangers, socialites, speculators, intellectual gnomes, Tom McParland, half
a dozen beardless youths who looked like Mickey
Rooney, and Luigi, the bouncer on the Ritz roof.
The young men without whiskers were members
of the Freshman Clash, sponsors of sundry criticisims aimed toward the bench with pointless accuracy, which is an encouraging sign and may well
argue to a complete withholding of oe College humor
in the future
You'd hardly recognize the old
game now with blazing lights, telegraph poles, webs
of cable, and a spheroid decorated like the sign
at Sully's Sanitary Barber Shop
It has a generator, too, and a motor that sounds like a Mainliner warming up over in Eastie or a ventilator in
the Boston Garden
How far this economy craze
is going we can't rightly tell, but when they try to
stretch out the gasolene with rain water and he
lights go out, we can shake our heads and say, "A
fine thing Shapiro!"
The game was the first of its kind ever held
at University Heights. In setting it up, the Athletic Association not only gambled on the fan's
approval but also the weather. The rumored recurrence of the hurricane and the rain storm discouraged a truly representative attendance. Most of
those in the stands seemed to take to the midnight
melee out there on the pampas and took into consideration the few defeciencies that any premiere will
encounter
The players themselves gave the
experiment a boost when they stilled all arguments
of the difficulty of playing under unnatural daylight. On a fair night there is no telling how many
fans that would otherwise be unable to attend would
put in an appearance and establish floodlight football for good in these here parts.
T
Many fashionable ladies, we feel sure, are full
of joy and conniving because the A. A. has decided
to present something along the lines of a Ladies'
Day at football games. There must be joy, too in
the breasts of florists and pennant makers who will
profit so richly and so often. There is even a little
happiness in our own heart to see one more innovation appearing in a cut and dry world. In fact, the
only ones who will be worse off are the hairdressers
and the salesgirls in the basement, who will miss the
weekly influx of thoe seekers of charm and at a
price. It is hard to believe that so much deep love,
wending up the hill, can leave the A. A. untouched.
We wouldn't be surprised to find any day now that
they blushed and gazed wistfully at their polished
right shoe, lovesick as a calf.
T
As long as we can remember, the one thing we
looked forward to was a pre-game rally. We can
see Morrie Blitz riding in an M-Car grinning out
the rear window and Tim Ready perched atop the
traffic signals in Park Square as though it yas
yesterday. Looping along Commonwealth Avenue
with sirens shrieking and red flares trailing a crimson wake like Olympian heralds?that was a rally.
It was better still, when you could get in a hotel
and yell right in the house dick's face as though
you didn't care who knew that B. C. was out to
win the next day
So next Tuesday night, Jim
Kelley has leased the premises of the Somerset to
make merry and set the stage for a victory over
Detroit.
Go on down?dance to the university
rhythms of King Tutt and the Hi-Hatters and yell
?we'll see you there from 9 to 1.
?T?
The way the cafeteria is expanding we're lucky
to have any college left at all. We think it might
be a good idea to paint a red apple on the sign
coming in the drive just so people wouldn't be
fooled
You know we blamed the carpenters
for cutting up the office last week, but we found
out that the cafeteriawanted another closet to store
all that white flour that the trackmen consume. That
increases the floorspace de voted to culinary preparation and consumption to 99 44/100% .
Of
course we won't say that some of the closets would
make pretty sizeable offices, but sometimes we wish
we were a barrel of sugar and have plenty of room
to move around in.
?T?
Frank Kelley of Senior is a candiadte for the
office of County Commissioner in the November
election. So all you Norfolk county boys that have
paid your poll tax and can make a cross beside a
name take a trip to the precinct house, duck behind
the draperies and give a classmate a vote. . Who
knows someday you may be a happy nut just like
we think we're going to be before this psych gets
under way.
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B.C. Law
School Opens
Tenth Year

Fulton Society

One Act Playshop

Welcomes New
Members

Dramatic Program

Boston College Law school has
opened for its tenth session under
the guidance of acting dean Henry
E. Foley '22, who was appointed
to this post by Very Reverend
William J. McGarry, S. J., president of the College. The new Dean
is a memiber of the Massachusetts
Bar Association and despite his
youth is a former Corporation
Council for the city of Boston.
Dean Foley has accepted the post
with the understanding it is only
temporary pending the appointment of a new dean for the purpose of studying and revising the
policies, curriculum and methods of
study at the law school.
The record of Boston College
law school has already given
abundant proof of the wisdom and
foresight of its founders. While
many men contributed to this success yet one can be singled out for
his untiring devotion and intelligent leadership. Rev. John B. Creeden, S. J., '91. It was he who was
the guiding power of the school
through its earliest and most difficult period. An efficient administrator he has always been mindful of
the human element that is as necessary in the formation of a lawyer as it is in the man.
Concerning the plans for B. C.
law school Dean Foley said, "The
better institutions of legal learning throughout the country have,
within the past few years, engaged
in a critical re-examination of
their curriculum and methods of
teaching.

The first meeting of the Fulton
Debating Society was held last
Tuesday in the Fulton Room. Over
forty members of the society attended the meeting to hear plans
for the complete season. Mr. James
Sullivan, S. J. speaking for the
first time to the new members of
the society, outlines the obligations
of members, and spoke briefly of
plans for lecture debates and
smokers.
Charles P. O'Riordan '39, a
prominent debater in the society,
was elected to the office of VicePresident, to succeed Gerald L.
Bucke who entered Saint John's
Seminary last September. Bucke
was elected Vice President last
May.

John F. X. Gaquin, President of
the society, announced plans for
the next two meetings and announced intramural debates. At
the next meeting, next Tuesday,
the question to be debated will be
Resolved, that the attitude of Hitler toward the Sudetanland is
justified." Thomas Quinn, '39 and
Thomas McGuire '39 will uphold
the affirmative, and John Henderson and Ralph Baldwin, both of
the senior class, will defend the
negative.
The question for debate and the
speakers, for the following meeting

to be held two weeks from next
Tuesday, will be announced soon
on the Fulton bulletin board in the
lower corridor, Gaquin announced.

Has Attractive
The One Act Playshop of Boston College opened the new season's work last Tuesday afternoon
in the Senior Assembly Hall. Fr
David R. Dunigan, S. J., moderator of the club, welcomed an enthusiastic turnout of Playshop
veterans and also many freshmen
with past dramatic experience.
This year the Playshop has proposed a busy and attractive schedule of activities. Frequent presentations, before the student body
en the Heights have been proposed.
These will be presented in groups
of three plays, to be enacted by
three different companies. Later
en in the season the Playshop will
take over one of the intown theatres, when three short plays will
be given.
The One Act Playshop is for the
benefit of playwrights as well as
actons, and Father Dunigan pointed out that any effort will be
given attention. Aspirant authors
would then receive the benefit of
seeing their brain-children in the
flesh. Concerning play-writing Fr.
Dunigan brought out the fact that
he has been appealed to, for such
material, by radio station WCOP.
Starting work immediately, Fr.
Dunigan stressed the need for pantomime in successful acting. The
members enacted a short play extemporaneously, which depended
upon pantomime, all speaking parts
replaced by facial expressions and
gesture.
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Economists
To Lecture
The Economics Academy under
the guidance of the moderator,
Mr. Robert Buck, has in its primary meetings of the current school
year organized to the extent that
its lecture teams shall be on the
road two months prior to last
year's debut before local audiences.
With the ideal purpose of supplementing classrooms and study
knowledge with the much-discussed
economic
problems
of today's
world, the membership has divided
itself into two groups:
The one, managed by President
John T. Flynn has the labor field
for lecture-material. The other,
Vice-President Charles J. O'Riordan's group, has the topic of Economic Imperalism.
The individual members on these
questions will, in the next two
weeks, prepare written evidence of
research into distinct phases of
the chosen field.
In this way, the submitted contributions will build a library of
lecturing data.
Oral manifestation of this same research-work is
to be given during the society's
symposium to serve the two-fold
purpose of furnishing economic
knowledge for the entire body and
the speaking try-out for the respondent.
The lecture teams representative
of the Economics Academy are to
be chosen from the individual members according to the powers shown
by them in the symposium periods
of future meetings.

Frosh Track Team

Has Bright Hopes
For Coming Meets
Although

the

fall

inter-class

meet will not be staged until the

first part of November, Coach Jack
Ryder's Frosh track team aspirants have been conditioning themselves daily since Sept. 14th at
Alumni Field.
About twelve candidates are now
working out. The reason for the
scarcity in numbers is because
some of the track claimants are
now striving for positions on the
football squad, and they will not
be available until the pigskin season is over. Al Morro from Providence, the New England Athletic
Amateur Union (N. E. A. A. U.)
discus champion, and Justin McGowan, the decathlon star from
Tilton, New Hampshire, are two of
the more prominent track candidates who are now playing football. These two men and others
will report some time in November.
Also all those students who have
ability are invited by Coach Ryder
to come out and show their wares.
The prospects for the team look
very promising. Besides Morro
and McGowan, Coach Ryder has
these high school stars: Ballantine,
the trackster from English High;
Riley, (Latin) the Reggie Class
"B" Champion in the 300 yard
run; Seeley, from Hyde Park, the
600 yard district champion two
years ago; "Heinie" Mazur, the
Lowell flash, Kissel a shot putter
and broad jumper from New
Hampshire and many other lesser
lights. All in all, it looks like a
great year for Coach Ryder's frosh
track team.

don't let your nerves get tired, upset!

he needs rest. It is the nature of
mankind to drive 0n... until nerves jerk
and twitch... until you are cross and irritable...tired out without knowing it. No

rest when

made from costlier tobaccos. Smokers find
that "Let up light up a Camel" puts
more zest into life, and that Camel's
costlier tobaccos soothe their nerves.
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Smokers find Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are

SOOTHING TO THE

NERVES
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Business Students

Huge Meetings
Open Year
For Sodalities

Senior Vice-President

May Participate
In All Activities
To engage in the regular extracurricular activities of the college
of Arts and Sciences was the invitation extended to the Business
School students by Father Patrick
J. Collins in an address at the
intown school. Father Collins
also distributed Student Activities
Booklets among the Business class.
While travel between intown
Boston and Chestnut Hill after college hours, when student organizations usually meet, is not an appealing prospect, it is nevertheless
expected that a goodly number of
the students will avail themselves
of this new opportunity.
When, last year, plans had the
Business School situated at Chestnut Hill the students of this new
branch were to be allowed full
privileges in the college's academies and societies. However with
the change of premises into Newbury Street the new students
doubted whether these extra-curricular offers were still open to
them. Father Collins' invitation
cast aside any such doubts. Only a
little extra effort on the part of
the individual is necessary to membership in any of the activities.
The issuance of the Student A. A.
booklets permits the Business
School men to enjoy student rates
at the athletic events and the Dramatic Society production as well
as offering subscriptions to the
Stylus and the HEIGHTS.
The intown lads have experienced the journey to Chestnut Hill
this past week since they have
been making of the Freshman
retreat. Classes at the Business
School were suspended for the
duration of the annual religious
event.
The commuting students carried
with them descriptions of their
new library of which they are
justly proud. At present there are
over 3,000 books on the library
shelves while 300 more will be
added shortly. But' neither library
woes nor commuting difficulties is
worrying one group of business
students. This group contests of
the left-handed writers who are
wondering just how to go about
utilizing those one-arm desks.

Fred J. McCready, '39

Stylus Seeks
Swing Source
'

By J. Gerard Converse '40
Digging deep into the timehonored pages of musical history,
the deep-digging department of the
current staff of the Stylus, has at
long last unearthed the elusive and
erudite founder of that most popular and most long-lived of all dance
crazes of the present-day, "swing."
Headed by Robert Phillips '40,
this d. d. department has finally
put the well-known finger on one
Robert Billings, a negro of the
middle-nineteenth century, who
from the confines of his fuzzy
cranium, called up the foundations
of the musical variations that set
the feet of thousands of jitterbugs
to tapping, and hasten the departure of lovers of real music to
sanitariums, instituted for just
this purpose. For a more complete
treatment of this highly important
subject of nation-wide interest,
consult the initial issue of said
Stylus, due for publication October 18, wherein will be found, under the title of "The Father of
American Jazz," the real McCoy
on "floy-floy."
Not content with swinging out
on the origin of "swing," the
Stylus staff beats out two bits of
chatter on Communism, promising
an entirely new slant on this timely
subject, said slants being, handled
by Messrs. Baldwin and Devlin.
At the instigation of the thousands of readers who felt that
Stylus poetry was a thing to be
taken with a grain of salt?and
an
the
"litterateur's
aspirin,
monthly" will feature a complete
absence of the stuff, and will insert in its stead, blank pages to be
used in the furtherance of the art
of "doodling."
It is felt that this policy will
spare the student body a great
deal of pain, and will further give
some practical value to the number as a whole.
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,first prize for the raffle, a

round trip ticket to the Temple
Game in Philadelphia, will be
drawn on October 20th. Chances
may be obtained from any Sophomore.
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Greetings brother collegians new

and old. The ringing of the old
school bell coupled with an irresistible urge to copy other people's clever sayings brings the
"Collegiate Merry Go Round" back
to keep you informed of life on
the World's campuses. A good year
to you all, and in return may we
hope for your kind indulgences in
our off moments.
*

:;?f

*
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printed.

The second issue of the same
paper carries a notice on the front
page asking students to help an injured farmer by harvesting the
remainder of his crops for him.
Tragedy frequently makes man
more sympathetic for his neighbor.
The Brown Daily Herald met the
crisis with a mimeographed edition. The chemistry and Economics
Department suplied the equipment.

*
*

*

*

*

The Rockerfeller foundation has
He: "How do you feel after your
made a grant of $18,000,000 to ride on that horse?"
American universities to bring
She: "Gosh! I never thought
government employees of Latin- anything filled with hay could be
American republics to United so hard."
States for study of our Government.
Boss: "You ask high wages for
a man with no experience."
Wheaton College, (111.) bans
Applicant: "But it's so much
smoking, dancing, dramatics, cards, harder work when you don't know
drinking, and movie attendance. anything about it."
Still it is one of the fastest growing colleges in America today.
Dr. Bucci is offering two alters=
natives in mode of travel this year.
An enterprising butcher has
The game, of course, takes place
cashed in on the recent success of
in Philadelphia on Friday night,
a radio program. A large adverOctober 21. You can leave by boat
tisement in his windows reads,
Thursday afternoon at five-thirty,
"Hi Yo Livers."
arrive in New York Friday morning, take a look at the city and
Kansas U. ?Instead of "Brittan- then take a train in the afternoon
ica rules the waves," England's to Philadelphia for the game. Or
new motto seems to be, "A country you can leave here Friday by train
a day keeps Herr Hitler away." and go directly to Philadelphia.
.
Then we all know that a Incidentally, there will be no cuts
sophomore is nothing more than a Friday because it will be a retreat
worn out freshman. .
And that holiday.
"refrain from the enumeration of
There will be a train waiting
the common gallinaceous birds be- after the game to whisk you back
fore they have emerged from the to New York and your hotel room,
mechanical progressive process of arriving at 1.30 which will allow
incubation," simply means "don't some more time before you have
count your chickens before they're to go to bed.
Then you spend
hatched.
Saturday and Sunday morning in
New York, leaving for home late
Something of the heroic is evi- Sunday
afternoon by boat or train,
denced by the handicaps overcome
as the case may be.
by College papers in New England
*
during the recent upset weather
Here is where I slip out quietly
conditions. "The Dartmouth" came
out on time, but instead of the through the secret passage at the
usual elaborate first issue, the bottom of this column, but I warn
paper was reduced to a mere two you I'll be back again "sometime."
*

*
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*
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pages, entirely hand set, and hand

By Jan J. Kozlowski
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WHY YOU'RE

PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO IS PREPARED FOR
SMARTY. *^:
SMOKERS UNDER THE PROCESS DISCOVERED
IN MAKING EXPERIMENTS TO PRODUCE THE
LET'S HEAR "V >:
YOU RECITE "^*'
MOST DELIGHTFUL AND WHOLESOME
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The first dance of the Sophomore
class will be held Friday, October
28, as an "Under the Tower" social, President Jack Beatty announced today. The class raffle, it
was also stated, is progressing far
ahead of expectations.
The social, an annual Sophomore
event will be held earlier than in
other years. The date has been
exchanged with the Juniors who
will hold their social at Christmas
time. The committee and orchestra will be announced at a later
date.
The

: :;
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Sophs Announce
Tower Dance

The Sodalities of the Immaculate
Conception met last Friday for the
first time this year with a great
increase of attendance, particularly
in the freshman class. The weekly
meeting will be conducted on four
alternate plans. First, a spiritual
meeting in which the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will he the subject
of study. Second, an open forum or
panel discussion on topics of interest. The third plan proposes to
have guest speakers chosen by the
moderators of the various Sodalities. Fourth, a business meeting,
at which time elections will be
conducted, secretarial reports will
be read, and plans for activities
will be laid.
Father Coyne who is in charge
of the Senior-Junior Sodality inaugurated this society at Boston
College and is well known among
the upper classmen for his sodality
work. Father Rooney, the student
councilor will act as moderator of
the Sophomore and Freshman
group.
A generous program, to be followed by the entire Sodality, will
undertake an extensive and beneficial program for assisting the
needy. Clothes will be collected,
work will be done among the blind,
and Christmas baskets will be provided to deserving families during
the holiday season. The social activities will feature a skating
party, a Christmas party, and several dances which in all probability will be Sodality Union Affairs. An added attraction will be
a camera contest, which should
prove to be most interesting. The
board of Press Relations will continue its work of making the press
"Catholic Conscious."
A Guard of Honor will be formed
on First Fridays from the Sophomore and Freshman classes. With
this most ambitious program, the
Sodality is demonstrating the importance of the position it has attained and so rightfully deserves
at Boston College.
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Oil

Quality Food

Moderate Prices
ATTENTION!

at the

All students, especially the
Freshmen, who are interested in
working this coming year as
members of the HEIGHTS staff,
are asked to report to the
HEIGHTS office Monday or
Tuesday afternoon for their assignments.

CRYSTAL CAFE
LAKE STREET
at the foot of the Heights
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May we extend an invitation to B. C.
men to make our store headquarters
for formal clothes both for hire and
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Inquiring Reporter
By Paul B. Flynn, '39

After reading Westbrook Somy's
article in last week's HEIGHTS
your Inquiring Reporter immediately set out to discover if Mr
Somy was really serious or just
joshing. Sure enough Westbrook
was absolutely correct and thus we
had food for thought for this
week's question.
The question of the week: "Would
you care to see Boston College become co-educational?
John L. Monahan '39 ?"Certainly
not. It would interfere with the
sleep of some of the gentlemen,
and after al/1, there is nothing more
important than our health."
Ned Kilduff '39? "No! Why go to
school with girls. We'll have to
live with them for the rest of our
life soon enough."
Paul E. Tondorf '40 ?"Definitely
yes! In my estimation there is always place in the male heart for
feminine charm."
Joseph F. Driscoll '40 ?"For a
few days, yes (after exams.) but
as a steady diet, no."
Thomas G. Bradley '39 (with all
due reverence to the fair sex!
"After all God created women for
the greater glory of man. Why
not?"
William P. Browne '40 ?"When
it comes to girls I don't think anymore."
Henry T. Desmond '40 "This life
of mine is lived for love and to
learn this stuff of the realm above!"
William J. Laverty '40 ?"Limit
them to blondes and everything
will be alright. You can see a
blonde in the dark."
Edward L. Foley '39 ?"Emphatically no! But then again it's a long
winter we'll be facing, and boy was
it cold last winter."
Charles J. Ward '40 ?"Yes, provided they can dance. Louis DePass needs someone to Jive and
Shag with during the half at the
football games."
Charles B. Carroll '41 ?" B. C.
has always been known as the college where men are men. Why put
in a species that will play upon
the minds of men at this stage of
the game."
Hector G. Gai '40 ?"Yes, provided it is not Emmanuel that we
go co-ed with."
Thomas M. Nary '41?"I have
nothing to say about it. It seems to
be too late."
John M. Kelliher '40 ?"Yes I'd
love to see the Boston College
campus sprinkled with some feminine pulchritude."
William F. Doyle '40? "I'd never
want to leave the college then."
Francis E. Mack '42?"It sure
would be great during all those
free periods in the lunch room."
Richard J. Costello '42 ?"It
wouldn't make any difference to
me this year, I'm only a Fresh?

man."

.'%'.
LEIGHTON

NOBLE
and His Orchestra
EDITH CALDWELL
CHICK FLOYD
JOHNNY MacAFEE
NOBLE TRIO
ARTHUR MURRAY'S DANCERS
demonstrate the answers to

fatutiHf

your questions on

dancing.

Dinner Dancing

Every night except Sunday

Supper Dancing

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
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Marquette Has Bob Connor '40 Music Galore
Navy Plebe
First Debate
Adds Color
At Half

By Dan Griffin, '40
The first debate of the school
year featured the premier meeting
of the Marquette Debating Society
Tuesday, October 4. Mr. Jeremiah
J. Donovan, S.J., the moderator,
welcomed several new freshmen
whose number and enthusiasm is
considered a healthy factor in the
fulfillment of the Society's hopes
and plans for the coming year.
Bernard Fraser and Lew Parley
upheld the affirmative of the question, "Resolved that Labor Unions
should be incorporated." Robert
Murphy and Vincent Whelton argued for the negative in this first
debate.
This auspicious beginning of the
club's activities, besides serving its
introductory purposes, was calculated to strike a keynote for the
coming year, an interesting program of inter-collegiate and intersociety debates having already
been compiled by the club president in collaboration with Mr.
Donovan. Many enjoyable social
affairs have also been planned.
Some incite of what new members
may expect was given when the
secretary read the minutes of several 1937-38 meetings.
The Marquette Debating Society,
one of the most traditional B. C.
organizations, is still open to membership. Any Freshman or Sophomore with forensic inclinations
will find it worth their while to
join.

Ladies' Day
Announcement of "Ladies' Day"
to feature the St. Anslem's football
game and the introduction of a
new cheer were highlights of the
first pre-game rally held in the
last
week.
Father
Stadium
new
diCollins,
S.J.,
Patrick A.
student A. A. president, addressed
rector of athletics, and Jim Kelly,
the students, while the cheers, old
and new, rang forth with exceptional vigor.
The "Ladies' Day" is an innovation, requested of Father Collins
and granted by the new director,
whereby students will be permitted
to bring a friend (feminine gender) to the game with St. Anselms
for a moderate and quite appealing
sum. If successful Father Collins
indicated that the wne plan may
be carried on in futuure seasons to
a much greater extent.

Alumni To Sing
The Alumni Glee Club will render two concerts in Boston College
High School auditorium as part of
a testimonial to be given Rev. Dr.
Edward Ryan, pastor of St. Margaret's parish in Dorchester, October 21 and 23.
The graduate Tibbetts have been
rehearsing faithfully for the past
few weeks under the direction of
Theodore Marier '34, director of
the Boston College Musical Clubs,
in preparation for the concerts.
Meanwhile the undergraduate
unit has begun its weekly rehearsals under the same director. Mr.
Marier promises a more popular
and current repetoire for the coming season's concerts. New members are invited to attend the Glee
Club rehearsals which this year are
held in the Museum building. The
organization offers not only beneficial musical training but also
many social affairs and outside
concerts.

TOTEM POLE
BALLROOM
Out Commonwealth Ave
Route 30

Fall Season Policy!

Announcement has been made
that Robert J. Connor '40 of Medford has entered the United States
Naval Academy at Baltimore,
Maryland.

Four Assistants Named
Mr. Connor was a graduate of
Maiden Catholic High where he

Robert Connor, '40
was well known in the Catholic
League of Debating. He was a
member of the U. S. Naval Reserves making several trips in
Southern waters including Cuba,
Virgin Islands and Philippines.
At Boston College he was a
member of the Marquette Debating Society, the reporter's staff of
the Heights, the Sodality of the
Immaculate Conception and the
German Club. He also was a member of the Tennis Team and one of
the members of the Yachting Club
which sailed in the regettas on the
~harlcs.

Complete Staff
Of Sub Turri
The various members of the Sub
Turri editorial staff were appointed last week by Paul Devlin, recently chosen as Editor-in-Chief of
the 1939 Senior yearbook publication.
Devlin, one of the most outstanding members of the Senior class,
played the title role of Antigone
in the Greek play last year. He
is also a member of the Music
Clubs, Fulton Debating Society and
an active Sodalist. He will be ably
assisted by Paul A. Keane, Managing Editor of the "Heights," as
Business Manager. Joseph A. Hammond, baritone soloist for the Glee
Club, selected as Managing Editor
completes the list of Senior Council
appointees.
Those chosen by the Editor-inChief to the Editorial positions
on the Sub Turri are: Biography
Editor, Philip J. Thompson; Activities Editor, Paul B. Flynn; Sports
Editor, George F. Devlin; History
Editor, Vincent P. Cahalane; Secretary, John F. X. Gaquin; Features, Joseph W. Bigoness; Feature
Photographer, John Murphy; Miscellaneous, John V. Driscoll; Advertising Manager, James F. Law;
Socials, Edward Foley; Office Manager, Edward V. Kilduff.

BRIGHTON
LAUNDRY
The

DANCING

Largest Laundry

Every FRIDAY and
SATURDAY Evenings

In The World
Owned
And Operated
By Women

This FRIDAY and SATURDAY
That Band From Dixie!
"BILLY" BROOKS
and his
Dixieland Band with
Frances Garrett
Bill Lorin
Jack Bryson
?

Free Parking

W. N. 0227

Telephone
STADIUM 5520-1-2

Father Edward J. Douglas, S.J.,
hopes to add a great deal more
color to the football games by acquisition of various Boston parochial school bands to appear at games
where the visiting team is not accompanied by their college band.
The band which provided such fine
music at the Canisius game, that
of Our Lady of the Assumption
School in Brookline, is the first of
these fine organizations to appear
this fall.
The addition of these fine units
plus the largest B. C. band in history should provide the most enjoyable Saturday afternoons, musically speaking, in many years.
Students can attest that the
between halves festivities are much
more enjoyable when the visiting
college band is on hand to lend
greater color and a bit of competition for our own musicians. The
parochial units will help to fill the
sometimes unavoidable gap of a
missing band.
Meanwhile the college band offers its most complete outfit since
its inception. Three sousaphones
help make it one of the best college bands in the country. The
band's next appearances will be at
the games with Dartmouth Freshmen and Detroit. Father Douglas
plans to have music at all the
Freshman games as well as the
varsity contests.

Apply Philosophy

To Current "Isms"
The Philosophy Academy held its
first meeting on Tuesday, October
4. Father O'Brien, the moderator of
the academy, proposed various
courses which the members could
choose to follow. After a short discussion, the group finally decided
that a seminar of every day topics
such as Fascism, the Cooperaitve
otate, and the Cooperative Movement should be adopted. The moderator expressed the desire to
have members of the academy
write weekly papers on assigned
topics, following which short discussions would be held.
The academy is to be limited in
membership, facilitating operation
of the group and making a more
personal presentation of current
topics possible. A cordial invitation is extended to all those who
are interested in such work. Officers wil be elected at the next
meeting Thursday, October 13 at
3.15 in room 103 of the Library
Building.

Guest Speakers
For French Club
At the first regular meeting of
the French Academy, Wednesday,
October 5, in Room T2Ol. Professor deßeauvivier, Club moderator,
announced the plans of an unusually active year, and at the same
time to extend a welcome to the
new members.
A lively French conversation was
carried on among the members
and the moderator, in view of acquainting the new candidates with
the customary operation of the
club.
The intended plans are such as
to insure an active and beneficial
year. Two guest speakers, authorities on the customs of France, will
lecture. Two oratory contests, one
with Regis College, will be held,
the winners to be awarded Gold
Medals by the French Consul,
Francois Briere. A dramatic production, Christmas Social, climaxed
by French motion pictures, round
out the year.
All Freshmen and all others who
wish to join the Academy are sincerely invited to join the Club, by
appearing at the next meeting,
which is to toe held on October 26,
at 3.15 P. M. Further information
relative to the Club activities will
appear on the basement bulletin
board.
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Marine Life
At Quantico

Told by Ryan
By John Ryan '40

The sacred hymn of the Leathernecks chants, "If the Army or the
Navy should look on heaven's
scenes, they'd find the streets are
guarded by United States Marines."
The exactness of this musical
boast will be even more pronounced
now that the 50 Boston College
Marine Reservists have lived the
active life of active leathernecks
at the Quantico, Virginia camp for
two weeks of training this past
summer.
And if Marine life truly puts one
nearer heaven, then the 20 men
who remained for the Platoon
Leader training period of six weeks
are that much nearer heaven.
(That is with the exception of one
J. R. concerning whom we have
our doubts!)
For the first two weeks of training with Reserve units from Boston and New York, the B. C. men
were given instructions in assembling and maneuvering the machinegun. The long overnight hike (at
the time it seemed more like a
journey) into the woods, or boondocks, was the high light of this
training period. However trips to
Washington and other points of
interest, free movies every night,
swimming' and other sports enjoyed will long live in the memories of these mightiest of Marines. In fact the days were so
filled with activity that when taps
sounded and each Marine climbed
beneath his mosquito
netting
(beastly hot these Virginia nights)
he fell immediately into a snoreful
slumber lulled by the ripple of
the smooth, moonlit Potomac.
The fun however commenced
with the beginning of the Platoon
Leader's Class!
Not that this period was without its drilling and rifle firing, its
5:20 reville, its shoe and rifle
cleaning. It had all these and
more?the more taking the form
of regular classroom lectures on
the Philosophy of the Bifie, the Religion of the bayonet and the Science of the Martin Bomber. During
these lectures sleeping was sometimes condoned though never encouraged. The Boston College lads
conducted themselves just as they
do sitting next to you in Logic or
Ethics class.
But, to find the silver lining in
the overseas cap, there was the
party, sponsired by the chaplain,
when the 20 Catholic girls who
live on the reservation were guests
of the U. S., B. C. Marines. Even
more important and more pleasing
was the pleasant aftermath of that
affair.
And again, each leatherneck was
taken for an airplane ride and also
shown the airport and the Naval
Powder Factory at Indian Head,
Md. Other interesting events included the demonstration of light
combat tanks, howitzers, hand
grenades and machine guns. The
future Generals were also shown
the use of the air corps in the
sending and receiving of messages.
All of which impressed the B. C.
men, realizing that they are now
members of the mighty and efficient U. S. Marines.
(at which SOFT
The picnic
drinks flowed freely), the "fixed"
leak, the reliving of the Civil War,
the mock wars, the games of
"Marines and robbers"
all
these are pleasant memories of a
vacation in the Southland. They
will be relived again next summer
when many of this year's company
augmented by a bustling group of
recruited underclassmen go marching off to Quantico?"proud to
bear the title of United States
Marines!"
,
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Eaglets Play Host To Green
Untried Frosh
Ex-Titan Hopes
Open Season For Twin Win
Pasiuk, Levanitis
By Walter R. Gallagher, '39

Expected To Star
In Frosh Line
The comparatively small yearling
Maroon and Gold edition of this
year will entertain the strong Dartmouth young braves at Alumni
Field tomorrow afternoon in a
contest which should not be a most
exacting test for the Eaglets. The
first year men from historic Hanover look to be a competent unit,
having a very ambitious schedule
journeying, for example, to Minnesota. This, however does not detract from Boston College's chances
of winning as they, too, have their
share of scholastic greats.
Ted Galligan and Johnny Janusas have been vigorously preparing
th rather slim squad for the fray
in which they are to open their
defense of the exceptional success
of past freshman elevens.
The B. C. men have trekked
from varied haunts to the Heights
and several states are well represented. Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Texas claim some of
the outstanding members of the
club. Adolph Pasiuk from Brockton and Ed. Zabiliski, brother of
last year's one-man track team
and present rising star fullback,
from Providence Central High are
expected to start at the end posts
with towering Johnny Joyce from
Quincy certain to see action. The
former Rindge Tech great, Steve
Levanitis and Al Morro Providence
Central captain and star hammer
and discus thrower will take care
of the tackle slots. Paul Reagan
of Portsmouth, N. H. is a tackle
who will undoubtedly also see service. Situated in the guard positions will be Terence Geoghegan
from Hyde Park and Larry Healy
from Lawrence Academy. There
seems to be a scarcity of centers
on the squad but between John
Ryan of Brockton and George Look
from way down thar in El Paso,
Texas this notch should be formidably filled. The backfield boasts
several former schoolboy luminaries and they should capably carry
the mail. Joe McNulty from Lynr
Classical will handle the full
back's assignments with Frank
"Monk" Maznicki of West Warwick, Rhode Island and Justin McGowan from the hills of New
Hampshire at the halves. Adolph
Kissell hailing from Nashua, New
Hampshire will direct the team
from his quarterback post Frank
Davis of Somerville, Henry Mazur
of Lowell and Joe Hegarty from
Lawrence Academy also will be
surely pressed into duty. Although
there are several New Hampshireites on both teams the tilt should
be no fraternal affair but a wellcontested battle and we hope that
the Maroon and Gold colors will
override the youthful Hanoverian
warriors.
?

DETROIT GAME
(Continued from Page 1)

It was not quite a year ago that
I sat through a mud fight after
coining some 780 odd miles to see
the Titans and the Eagles renew
an old series. This year, Pluvius
willing, shall witness a real battle
for reports from the dynamic city
indicate that already the boys from
Six Mile Road are seeking to extend their victories over B. C. to
four in as many series.
Detroit has always had a club
to consider, if for no other reason
than the football acumen of coach
Gus Dorais, onetime player on the
same Notre Dame team as Rockne,
and last years coach of the All
Stars. He is the kind who is likely
to pull any ball game out of the
fire. A few years back when a
highly touted Holy Cross team
came out to go through the motions, Detroit using a tricky play
as planned out before the game by
Dorais, scored on their first play.
Naturally, Detroit plays a type oi
razzle dazzle play depending on
speed and deception rather than
perfected steam rolling.
This is
probably realized by Gil Dobie
who, by the way of an interesting
sidelight was once hired to guide
the destinies of the Red and White,
but instead joined the Navy.
The roster will present a change
from last year. The spark plug of
last years team, Andy Farkas, and
Al Oliveto the lad who intercepted
an Eagle pass to turn the tide, will
no longer be bothering the B. C.
men.
Names that have a familiar
sound and will bear watching are
Ed Palumbo, left halfback, one of
the Titans best passers, Charlie
Beer, left tackle who does a great
job of breaking up plays; also Bill
Niested, a capable signal caller,
and Jack Halpin a rising successor
to Anvil Andy, uncovered in the
Western State game.
While the U. of D.'s record is
still for from enviable and as yet
their game with C. U. unplayed,
they must be put down as an unknown quality. However on Columbus Day they will attempt to
prove their worth at the expense
of B. C. So here's hoping for clear
skies, that rooting for one then the
other will not be too confusing, and
may he best team win.

strength three and four men deep
in each position.
No longer are the Eagles known
only by their sheer strength but
from the offense displayed in the
first two games word has gone
forth that a wide open attack with
plenty of passing, reverses, mousetraps, and spinners is the order
of the day.
Keen Competition
Competition is so keen for the
different positions that it is difficult to predict who will start in
each position. One fact seems certain?which is that Vito Ananis
lias come into his own in the backfiel'd as a running back. Al Horsfall or Henry Toczylowski Will call
the signals and bear the brunt of
the blocking. Pete Cignetti will
probably start at the fullback position with Dave Lucy giving him
plenty of support when and if a
substitute is needed. Fella Gintoff
will hold down the other backfield
position. Fella's great play has
gained him fame.
At the ends will be Gene Goodreault and Dan McFadden with
Capt. Bill Flynn and Dick Harrison
in reverse. Either John Connolly
and Ernie Swolzer or John Yauchoes will most likely start at tackle while "Flashy" Bill Holland and
Tom Mahan will take over the
guard duties. At center will be
Ralph Worth who will be hard
pushed for starting honors by giant
Chester Gladchuck and Tiny Leo

With only ten veterans left from
last year most of the Titan team
is made up of Sophomores. The
only apparent weaknesses on the
team are at the tackle and end
positions where the occupants are
light in weight and may not be
able to stand up throughout sixty
minutes of play. In regards to the
backfield, this year's team will have
better blocking, kicking, and just
as good passing.
Palumbo, Chesney Stars
Players to watch on the Detroit team are triple threat man
Ed Palumbo; Capt. Al Chesney and
Bill Schauer at ends; and Joe Beer
and Bill Nienstedt at tackle.
With a 63-12 win over Canisius
and a 13-0 win over Northeastern
University already behind them,
the Boston College Eagles will enter Wednesday's game determined
to keep clean their undefeated and
united record. With the addition
of many promising Sophomores to
the squad Coach Dobie now has Logue.

Zeimetz Chosen
For Mile Relay
In

interview with Jack
Ready" Ryder, our
friendly track coach, this past
week, the writer was unable to
obtain any definite information on
the coming track season, due to
the fact that many of the fellows
are concentrating their "wholehearted" efforts on football.
I
speak of Art Allan, Joe Zabiliski,
Vito Ananis, Eddie Swenson, and
ah! Jiv (how do you spell it?).
However, one interesting note is
that our red-headed hero from
East Boston, the boy that led the
Eagles on the cinder dust last year,
Dick Gill, is back studying for his
master's degree. Although unable
to run for his alma mater this
year, nevertheless, it is good to
know that Dick is back with the
Another
family.
prophesying
news item is that Jack Ryder intends to make Capt. Frankie Zeimetz a permanent fixture in the
mile relay team for the coming
indoor meets. The other three that
will make up this mile relay outfit
have not been definitely chosen yet,
although it's my guess that it will
be Art Allan, Charlie Green, and
Fred Wieberseck. There may be
a change made, however, wherein
we might see the ex-Newton High
flash, Elmer Ross doing the flying
for the Eagles.
Incidentally, the inter-class meet
isn't such a long way off that we
couldn't be doing a little predicting. So let us look over the field
and see just what to expect in this
meet. In the 100 yard dash the
probable starters will be Capt.
Frankie Zeimetz, Red McGuire,
and Charlie Green. In the quarter
we should see Wieberseck, Gilligan,
Charlie Green with possibly Johnny
Powers and Elmer Ross making
for the tape. In the half-mile, the
field will comprise of John Cronin,
Joe Shea, Jerry Russell and maybe
Ed Bourgeault.
By the way Boston College's varsity will have its share of weight
men with such stars as Joe Zabilski, the one man track team for
last year's freshman, Vito Ananis,
Eddie Swenson, and Bill Gilligan
of Brighton High fame.
But don't be scared off by the
big names. Coach Ryder invites
all of the student body interested
in track to come down to see him,
craw a suit and see how good they
are in the coming inter-class meet.
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Along
College Sport Lanes
By Joe Grandfield

an

"Rough and

Cross Rolls
To Victory
In a free-scoring and colorful
game the Myrmidons of Mount
Pockachoag defeated the game
Rhode Island Rams last Saturday
at Fitton Field by a count of 46-13.
Despite the score the Rams played
a remarkable game in which they
capped their fine defensive work
on several occasions by scoring
twice against the Purple varsity.
The first score came after the
Staters crashed in and blocked one
of Andy Giardi punts. Then Franchuck threw two passes to Robinson and Abbruzzi to score. The
second tally was the result of a
Fr an chuck to
Abbruzzi pass
which the latter nabbed on the
Crusaders 40 yard line and carried
the rest of the way. However,
these were not sufficient to threaten seriously the Purple's supremacy, for within three minutes after
the first stringers appeared on the
field they had 15 points on their
side of the board. Giardi galloped
53 yards for the first score, which
was almost immediately followed
by a blocked kick and automatic
safety and a 43 yard march for the
second.

The only score in the second
period came at the end of an 83
yard drive. With the martial spirit
still upon them the Crusaders
marched up the field for 70 more
yards and another touchdown. The
boys must have been pretty tired
of marching by the time the fourth
quarter came around, but they

I'm batting for only .800 after
my crystal ball let me down twice
last week in ten tries. Rice was
upset by one point and Florida
seems to be much overrated. Mississippi State walloped them. Our
most powerful opponent, excluding
the Cross, Indiana figures to beat
Illinois decisively. Columbia may
beat an underrated Army team.
Washington will try to improve a
mediocre record of one loss and
one tie by overpowering U. C. L. A.
Baylor will try to sneak by the up
and coming Arkansans.
Vanderbilt hasn't shown much pep this
season but on its past records will
beat Kentucky.
Penn will overpower Yale, maybe. Ohio State,
despite its lucky escape last week
is still my favorite team west of
the smoky city of Pittsburg and
will beat Southern California.
Stanford will either win by a touchdown or will tie Washington State.
Tennessee will beat Auburn. Minnesota is a cinch to beat Purdue.
Oklahoma may keep it up and beat
Texas University.
And here is
what you've been waiting for if
you read this far; Boston College
will edge Detroit if Cignetti, Zafoilski, Worth et al are ready for
very heavy duty. Nobody came to
claim the mottled and murky crystal ball yet.

mates proved one thing to New
England fans. He proved that the
Holy Cross first club is very good,
a few reserves fair and the rest
more or less impotent against
strong opposition. He proved also
that a good attack can beat the
Cross or at least score upon them.
The rest is up to the defense.
Pittsburg will be national football champs again this year. There
isn't a standout team in the nation
as yet to compete with them, Cassiano, Goldberg, Chickerneo and
Stebbins may be rated with the
Four Horsemen as one of the
greatest college backfields in football history. Imagine a team that
used but four plays and one incomplete pass to decisively beat
Pop Warner's Temple club. Jock
Sutherland's boys only used an off
tackle, an end run, a reverse, and
a spinner to beat the highly rated
Owls. Those Panthers must be
good.

B. U. received the surprise of its
life besides quite a few injuries
when the Terriers were tied by
little Lehigh. It looks like the
intowners are going to have a letdown season similar to Boston College's last year. Poor Pat Hanley,
but don't commiserate too soon
with
him because he'll have plenty
Sophomore
Abruzzi,
Duke
of surprises for our Eagles.
Rhode Island State back, scored
two against Holy Cross to keep up
Unless Boston College beats its
his excellent work. He'll be my
favorite back this year if he keeps next three opponents decisively
up his sensational work. Anyone particularly Temple and Detroit,
who has seen him play says that Indiana will be sure to take them
he is outstanding.
He and his over the hurdles. They have a
wonderful line with an All-America possibility in Haak, one of the
tackles. The backs are all powerful particularly a young secondstringer, Nicholson, who surprises
the opponent's reserves with his
Montgomery-type running combined with terrific line-plunging.
If you don't know what enthusiasm means and you'd like an acYoung Vassa Cate, the neartive definition then see Mr. Herbert great Georgia high hurdler, will
"Mud" Mallard. Ask him what the probably reach the heights this
prospects are for the B. C. golf year in the early indoor meets.
team this coming season and he'll Forrest "Spec" Towns, one of the
put the most fluent politician to greatest high hurdlers ever to repshame. Mallard, captain of this resent Uncle Slam in the Olympics,
year's golfers, without hesitation is coaching him. When in Boston
predicts that B. C. will cop the New last year Towns predicted that
England intercollegiate title and Cate and Walter Hall, Eagle frosh
that they will beat Holy Cross for sensation last year, would be the
the first time. A fellow named greatest of them all in a few years.
Turnesa has left the Worcester Hall has left B. C. and probably
school.
won't ever hurdle again so Vassa
The nucleus of the team will be Cate will be alone in his rise to
formed around the three returning the top. He has what it takes,
veterans;
Capt.
Mallard, Bud long legs, speed and a beautiful
Roddy, and Jimmy Lynch. Lynch start and stride.
spent the summer at Pinehurst as
playing partner for George Dunlop, renowned pro. Trials will be
conducted to determine the remaining members of the squad. No
definite date has been set for the
tryout day nor has a course been
While new members were still
selected but a day convenient to
in to join the ranks of the
coming
all aspirants will be named.
Fencing Team, Captain Ed Rooney
Golf at B. C.is strictly a student
held the first drill for the beginners
activity. In spite of the fact that
last Tuesday afternoon in the old
the team has no coach it manages
lunchroom. The practice was very
to make an extensive tour of the
light and consisted merely of such
southern colleges each spring. This rudiments of the game as, how to
season will be no exception and
hold the foil; posture, and how to
according to "Mud" Mallard the lunge and retreat. It might appear
win column will be filled. When it
to some to be a sissy's game but
comes to that "they can't beat us" not to anyone who has fenced or
spirit, Blondy Ryan is a piker. At watched others fence. The newany rate our jitterbugs of the fair- comers tired rapidly so as a result
ways will out there swinging for Captain Ed called things off until
the wins.
the following afternoon.
The far famed fencer, Mr. Roth,
who has very generously given his
goose-stepped 50 yards more to time in past years as coach of the
add 6 more points to the total. team has not as yet been able to
The final two touchdowns came as face the group however plans have
the result of two intercepted Ram been made to have him return
passes which Whalen and Lynch again this year. So in short order,
toted for more than half the length under Mr. Roth's tutoring, the
of the field.
team will begin to shape up and
Although Bullet Bill Osmanski the battle for positions on the team
was responsible for the first Ram looks to be a hard one.
score by failing to cover a pass,
The team will be built around
his offensive and other defensive Captain Rooney and Hector Gai
work was as usual superb. Giardi with such newcomers as Fred Mcand Cahill played a fine game, and Dermott and Ned Kilduff pushing
young Joe Osmanski, Jack Kelley hard on the heels of two other
stood out among the subs.
veterans.

Captain Mallard

Predicts Success in
Golf Over Cross

Roth To Tutor
Young Fencers
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Thru the

Eagle's Eye

Maroon and Gold 13-0 Victors
Jivilikian To Ananis New Passing

Combine To Bring Eagles Victory
1

In French the word for speed
and agility is "vite"; but in the
Kean
By
vocabulary of Boston College men
it is "Vito". Yes, for Vito Ananis
COLLEGE football fandom was given its first and his touchdown twin Ira Jivitaste of night football last Friday night when the Eagles lekian are speed personified! In
took a scrappy Northeastern club over the hurdles after a fact, when these two boys really
bitter struggle which was waged on a mud-soaked gridiron. set out for that last white line,
But enough for the recounting of the game, what this column- all opponents remove themselves
ist wants to pass on to his public is the fact that his predic- as quickly as possible, for expertion regarding the game came through. You recall that in ience has warned them that a
last week's Eagle Eye I told you that night football at hurricane cannot be stopped. Proof
of this is: Boston College 76, OpBoston College could not miss. Well here I am back again ponents
12.
nocturnal game.
stronger

Jim

BOSTON

than ever with my stand for the
Basing my claims on last week's showing at the game which
was played under conditions more suitable for water polo,
I cannot help but enthuse over the prospects of future ventures along this line by the Eagle authorities. Yes, the game
was played under the most trying conditions, but they managed to survive everything from dodging the raindrops to
sitting through the darkness brought on by the tempermental
temporary lighting system which even DARED to go out at
one stage of the game.
As can be expected in any venture, whether athletic of
not, the trail-blazers may always be counted on to have more
than their share of difficulties, and the Boston College principles in last Friday night's game were no exception. As a
test case for future night games on a major scale, it might be
considered a fizzle because it was not given the opportunity
to materialize; however, the attendance augurs well for the
future. All we need is a fair evening to prove to the "doubting Thomases," and there are some of them, that night football will catch on just like swing music has. The comments
pointed toward the failure of the game for the most part had
to do with the inclemency of the weather. But, who ever
enjoyed a football game on a rainy afternoon? As a wind-up,
all Eagle Eye can say is, figuratively and literally speaking,
there wasn't enough light thrown on the subject. Or should
I say on the field?
WELCOME, TITANS!
the
preliminary games are history, and have
Now that
so
often
that we can give a running account
been replayed
Eagle makes ready to receive the
the
memory,
of them from
in the persons of the Detroit
opponents
major
first of its
University Titans who will be making their second Boston
appearance in recent years next Wednesday afternoon at
Fenway Park. With a week and a half of preparation behind
them and the squad in good condition with the exception of a
few minor injuries, the Eagles should be in a very receptive
mood for Gus Dorais' pupils who have split even in their two
encounters thus far this season. Detroit opened up their
campaign the hard way by picking on Purdue and was
beaten 19-6 only after a bitter struggle. Relaxing after the
Purdue game, the gentlemen from the home of the Ford were
almost caught asleep by an avalanche answering to the name
of Western State Teachers College last week. Although the
Detroiters did escape with the verdict 6-0 they had a lot of
wind taken out of their sails and as a result will be in a
serious mood when they line-up on the Fenway gridiron. This
column, however, does not look for any let up on the seeming
purge that the Detroit foes have adopted and the Eagles intend to do their part. Indicative of the struggle the Dobiemen have on their hands is the news that the majority of the
Titans who "drowned" the Maroon and Gold in the Alumni
Field Mud Baths last season are back again for more action.
Minus the services of Andy Farkas, the Mid-Westerners still
have a potent array of ball carriers who will be led by Ed
Palumbo. Their defense has slipped off a bit this year but
they are still very strong. Let's hope we have another of our
famous Boston Tea Parties.
HAIL TO BOSTON!
Although we were unable to get a first hand view of
Coach Dobie's pass defense against a club that can really
throw a football around because of the rain last week, we
did see the unravelling of some stars that are bound to shine
brightly for the Maroon and Gold before the club calls it
quits in December. Henry Toczylowski and Joe "One Man
Gang" Zabilski were the fair haired boys who caught the
fancy of this man's eye, along with those old reliables, Vito
Ananis and Ira Jivihkian. Toczylowski, making his first
start as field general was little short of sensational, and
Zabilski more than once drew the cheers of those assembled
by his clever work on the offense and defense. As for Vito
and Jivvy, these boys played their usual steady game which
was featured by long runs and fancy teaming up on the passing attack which is becoming as famed as the Boston College
ground attack.
LET'S GO 1942!
. . Down on the practice field behind the Science Building,
Ted Galligan and John Janusas, Frosh coaches, have been
spending the past two weeks whipping their charges into
shape for the coming Freshman football season. This Saturday afternoon their conditioning work will be ended when
they field a powerful Frosh against the little Green of Dartmouth College. This game is the getaway for the Boston
representatives and promises to be a swell one between two
clubs who are on par with each other. The 42ers have a job
their hands trying to live up to their predecessors' record but
they should give a good account of themselves. They have
two of the fanciest backfields in Freshman ranks hereabouts
and their line is up to standard with those of former years.
Mazur, McGowan, and Kissel, that's Jim's young brother, to
mention a few, are backs who would be welcome on any man's
club.
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All-Team Choice
Ananis is a quiet chap, well
liked; who can play a whale of a
game as an all-round backfield
man. He does not boast about his
game, but is a ball player's man
who knows his assignment and who
carries it out. Real champions
show themselves on the field, and
on the field Vito is tops. Coach
Dobie's A-l wingback hails from
Cambridge especially Rindge Tech.
Among the Rindge Tech gridiron
greats of all time Vito stands in
eminent place. And rightly so.
He had four years service on the
team. He was chosen half-back
on the All-Suburban Team for
three years in a row; and then was
unanimously picked All-Scholastic
Half-back during his Junior and
Senior years. This double record
of three years supremacy with the
Suburbanites and two years top
ranking the state over has never
been surpassed.

Captained Frosh Club
But that is not Vito's only claim
to honor. At Worcester Academy
where he prepped for two years
before coming to the Heights, Vito
continued his fine play. This meant
his winning claim to All New England Honors in Prep School ranks
for two terms. With Vito it was
not a case of "small town glory,
big time flop," for he grew better and better as competition grew
keener. The outcome of all this
high class all round play was that
he was chosen by Coach Frank
Murdock to captain the Boston College Freshman Team of 1940,
which steamrollered all its opponents and saw its goal line crossed
only once!
Yet Vito is not the type to rest
on his laurels. As a sophomore
he got into games frequently, and
now in junior year he is on the
starting eleven. Quite naturally
his exploits are linked together
with those of Ira Jivelekian, his
running mate, for the two form
a high geared combination of football brains and talents. Instead
of "Tom Guinea around the end"
it has become "Pass from Jivelekian to Ananis."
The weakness
of the Eagle passing attack of
other years seems now to have been
corrected, and credit for this improvement is due in no small measure to Ananis who is on the receiving end of many of these passes.
Vito's accomplishments in collegiate competition are not limited
to football alone, for he is also one

Why doesn't someone tell me
these things? These might well
have been the words of Gil Dobie,
melacholy mentor of Boston College football teams as he watched
the 1938 edition of the "fighting
Eagles" overwhelm a stubborn
but hopelessly outclassed Canisius
team in the initial clash of the
season at Alumni field. The reason
of these musings was a young lad
by the name of Ira Jivelikian who
had suddenly changed from just
another broken field runner into
one of the best triple-threat men
the Heights has seen since the days
of Al Weston.
His passing was the best that
has been seen at Alumni Field during the Dobie regime, while his
kicking although not up to the
standard set by Tony DiNatale, last
year's quarterback and Captain,
left little to be desired, but then
again Tony was one of the greatest kickers in B. C. football history.
Ira's special forte however is his
running, especially on off tackle
smashes which are the foundations
of Dobie's offence. Although not
exceedingly tall, 5' 9", he is built
solidly, packing 180 pounds and
is exceptionally fast.
While it is
difficult to stop him coming into
the line, it is well nigh impossible
to bring him down in an open field.
His scoring run of sixty yards on
a right tackle play during the
Canisius game will most likely
stand as the outstanding play of
the current season at the Heights.
And so it is no wonder that the
main worry of future opponents
will be to stop Jivelekian. But how
can you figure out a defense for
someone when you don't know what
he is going to do next?
?

of Jack Ryder's weight men on the
track teams, here he excels in the
hammer throw and the dashes.
However it might be well to consider a few little known facts
about Vito and his previous thrills
in the game of football. While at
Rindge, Ananis was usually on the
receiving end of passes, while Sarausky who now plays for the New
York Giants Professional Grid
Team heaved them. These two
fellows set up a high-school record
in passing accuracy when over a
year's regulation play they had the
highest percentage average of successful passes of any pair in high
school ranks. And in a game between Worcester and Exeter, Ananis set up another record: this
time it was for the longest run
from scrimmage which occurred in
Prep school competition.
A good man, you say. Righto!
Watch him travel against Detroit.
Father Collins has asked the
student-body in his
campaign to publicize B. C.'s
football schedule. You are all
cordially invited to drop into the
A. A. office and pick up a schedule placard.
You are also urged to get your
ticket to the Detroit game early,
and avoid the rush.
aid of the
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Huskies Bow
Under Lights
Ananis Tallies
For Dobieites
By Larry Burkard '39
The highly favored Boston College eleven, displaying an attack
that was running hot and cold all
night, finally emerged from their
tussle with a fighting Northeastern team last Friday night on the
long end of a 13-0 score.
Completely upsetting all the advance predictions of the experts,
the Maroon and Golders failed to
run the score up into telephone
numbers, as a spirited and stubborn Huskie eleven on several occasions broke through and clogged
up the Eagles attack just when it
seemed it was ready to roll.
However, the Dobieites got going
on a few occasions and managed
to put over two touchdowns before the first half ended, both
scores being registered by Vito
Ananis.

Ananis Scores
The first Eagle touchdown was
the result of a forward pass from
Ira Jivilikian to Ananis, the latter
gathering in the leather on Northeastern's 30 yard line, and proving
himself a superior mudder by galloping into the payoff territory.
Jivilekian drilled the uprights for
the extra point. Ananis, who appears headed for a great year at
Boston College also went over for
the second and last touchdown of
the night in the second quarter.
Taking the ball from the clever
Jivilekian on a Statue of Liberty
play, he scooted 8 yards around
left end into the promised land.
On this particular play, Zabilski
showed all the lads and lassies in
the rain-drenched stands the proper way to run interference by
throwing a block at a potential
tackier that must have made him
think he was caught in a stone
crusher.
As on the previous week, we
again saw Ira Jivilekian sharing
the spotlight with Ananis. Jivvy
looked great shooting passes, and
again proved that he can really
lug that pigskin. Opposing teams
are rapidly 'becoming convinced
that he is about as easy to stop as
greased lightning.
Several times
he brought the stands to their feet
with his spectacular ball-carrying
and bullet-like passes.
Ernie Schwartzer, in the B. C.
line, played a great game, just as
he has in every game he has ever
participated in at the Heights, and
McFadden looked very good on the
receiving end of forward passes.
Northeastern Threatens to Score
Captain Connolly and his mates
of Northeastern certainly showed
that they are the gamest club that
N. U. has ever fielded against Boston College, and if the game they
displayed Friday night is any criterion they should have their most
successful season in years. Northeastern seriously threatened the
B. C. goal line but once, that occasion being when Ken Harding intercepted a Maroon and Gold pass
on his own 25, and, picking up a
few interferers, splashed all the
way up the field to B. C.'s 4 yard
line, where he was hauled down by
three Eagles while trying to cut
over to his right. With a first down
and goal to go, Northeastern was
unfortunate enough to fumble and
B. C. recovered and was out of
danger for the rest of the night.
Kaufman, Connolly Outstanding
Kaufman and DeNapoli in the
line, and Connolly and Harding in
the backfield, were outstanding for
the losers, Connolly being knocked
out twice during the game and
still refusing a substitute.
Due to the adverse weather conditions and the uncertainty of
whether or not the game would be
held over until Saturday, a small
crowd of 6,000 was all that attendHowever, the innovation of
ed.
night football was a success despite
all the conflicting elements and in
future years we should see the
floodlights become very popular at
Alumni Field.

BOSTON COLLEGE HEIGHTS
A. A. DANCE
(Continued from Page 1)

for the morrow's game. It will
be a regular B. C. rally with no
holds or noise barred, a swell
chance to teach your date the
college yells and songs.
Kelly also smiles and blinks a
sly wink when he hints of other
attractions which should make the
dance the more enjoyable, but he
prefers to withhold details of these
in a "come see for yourself" manner.
The band engaged is somewhat
of a newcomer to B. C. functions
although it played at the Canisius
hop. The few who heard "King
Tutt's" music that night demanded
that he be sought for a return
engagement that the many, who
missed him, might have opportunity of dancing to his sleek rhythm.
With such a night, such an affair, such an occasion and such a
band there remained only the selection of an energetic committee
to assure an evening of perfection.
Those committeemenin charge are:
Jim Kelly, chairman, Walter Cuenin, Bob McGherarty, and Al Bucci,
all good men and true Maroon and
Gold.

School where he played on the football team for three years. He alsc
played on the Freshman team here
on the Heights but gave up the
sport of All Americans after hte
first year.
During his first three years he
did not seek class office although
he served on many committees and
was always noted as a leader in
class affairs. Finally at the end
of last year he became the "students' candidate" for vice-president
of the Senior class, which victory
paved the way for his ascendancj
to the high office of president.
Assisting Dick in management
of Senior affairs is Fred McOreadj
who was chosen by special election to succeed Casey to the vice
presidency. McCready is a graduate of Boston College High anc
has at all times been a leader or
the Class of 1939.
Between the two the Seniors have
placed their affairs in competent
hands. A banner year, both scholastically and socially, is expected
by each senior as he prepares for
his final year on the Heights.
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Future Foes of Eagles in Resume
\u25a0who finally lost 28-6. However
Temple's showing against Pitt indicates that Temple will be a hard
team to beat later on.
Mississippi State proved too
powerful for Florida. Florida never
was able to get started and went
down to defeat by a score of 22-0
with no excuses to offer. Indiana
was great in defeat as it held the
very strong Ohio State aggregation to one touchdown. In fact,
Indiana pushed the Buckeyes all
over the field only to lose in the
closing minutes 6-0. It was anybody's game and Ohio got the
breaks.
Our celebrated opponents from
down-town were greatly surprised
by a scrappy team from Dehigh.
Only a first period score by Solly
Nechtem saved the Terrior from
defeat; for Boston University was
bested in everything but the score.
Thanks to Nechtem the Terrior
escaped with a 6-6 tie, instead of a
6-0 defeat by little Lehigh.

This column has been inaugur-'
ated to keep the student body in
contact with the doings of the foes
whom we will meet in the future.
Here is the story of the outcome
of the games which our future antagonists on the gridiron played
last week-end. By comparing their
records with our own we may get
some idea of their relative merits
and so be able to forecast moire
accurately the outcome of our
games with them.
Detroit University, having been
completely outclassed by a powerful Purdue outfit 19-6, and faced
with another difficulty in the appearance of Catholic University
this coming week-end, took on a
supposed breather in meeting
Western State Teachers. Minus
Andy Farkas, Detroit won this
game 6-0, but doesn't look too formidable.
Temple was faced with a major
difficulty in meeting Pittsburg and
the Panther Dream Backfield was
too much for Pop Warner's lads

No Classes Columbus Day, October 12

GOLD KEY SOCIETY
(Continued from Page 1)

B. C. STUDENTS!

Charlie McCarthy, George Sawtelle, Frank Aheam, Ed Greeley,
Bill
Joy, Jim Byrne, Joe McKenney,
SENIOR EVENTS
Fred Leahy, Tom Cross, Jim Burke,
(Continued from Page 1)
Walter Boehner, John Mackin,
John Dacey, Cornelius McGrath,
Ed Healy, Fred Dobbratz, John
Casey has been well trained for Malloy, Dave Coveney, Jerry Conthe new duties which were so un- verse, Bud Daley, Art Haff-ett, Jack
expectedly placed upon his should- Doyle, Jim Supple, Jack McCarthy,
ers in September. He was graduJerry Russell, Hector Gai, Paul
ated from the Cambridge Latin Duffy and George Gallagher.

s'_

Become Accomplished Dancers

Social Season Is Approaching

?

(Continued from Page 1)

been maintained. At least

12 points
gained by participation in extracurricular activities are necessary.
Active membership in the Sodality
at least during the Junior year is
also required. The seniors whose
admission to the society exclusive
of officers are:
John J. Baldi, Ralph F. Baldwin,
Francis
Brennan, Edward
V.
Brown, Gerald L. Buehe, Vincent
P. Cahalane, Merle L. Carey,
Charles Cleary, James Comerford,
John D. Donovan, William L. Donovan, John V. Driscoll, Joseph Durant, Edward Ferrarone, William H.
Fitzgerald, John Flynn, John G.
Flynn, William J. Flynn, Russell V.
Guarcello, Joseph A. Hammond,
John T. Henderson, John L. Hennessey, John F. Hunt, James H.
Joyce, Paul A. Keane, John J. Kelley, Richard A. Kelley, James F.
Law, Henry F. Lyons, Jr., Eugene
F. McAuliff'e, Jr., Fred J. McCready, Francis J. McDermott,
Rand McNally, Charles J. Murphy,
Leo B. Monaghan, John F. O'Donnell, Thomas F. Quinn, Herbert L.
Rooney, Paul L. Ryan, Thomas J.
Travers, Joseph F. Tuscher, Henri
L. J. Valade, Edward J. Weafer,
George N. Whittaker, Vincent
Yenulevich.

Learn AH Ballroom Steps at

JEAN EVANS SCHOOL OF DANCING
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JLFORMAL CLOTHES

Dramatics
Reasonable Rates
Dancing
Singing
Don't Be A Wall Flower
Expert Tutors
Give Your Girl a Treat
Patronize a B. C. Grad!
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